The 2-D problem on evolution of continuously stratified flow on wedge is investigated. The flow is characterized by a wide range of values of internal scales that are absent in a homogeneous liquid. The problem is solved numerically in original solvers of the open source package, OpenFOAM, using finite volume method. Comparative analysis of different methods for constructing effective high-resolution computational meshes for studying physical processes is carried out. As a demonstration of the approach the problem on evolution of the wedge flow in a stratified liquid is solved. Transient flow structure are analyzed in which are responsible for formation of vortices in regions with high density gradients near the edges of an obstacle. In the flow pattern around motionless body dissipative gravity waves are manifested at the edges of the strip. Around the slowly moving body a group of attached waves, are formed in opposite phases at the edges of the wedge. Then, the main flow components become vortices, which are formed around the edge of the wedge and manifested downstream in the wake. With further increase in velocity of the body motion, the flow pattern becomes more non-stationary.
Introduction
The problems of predicting the distribution of substances in continuous media are among the main tasks of modern hydromechanics. Dissolved substances in the fluid and suspended particles in the air are unevenly distributed under the influence of the mass forces (the gravitational or centrifugal ones) and form a stable stratification. Its density field is determined by the temperature, impurity concentration and pressure profiles in accordance with the type of the equation of state. Nonequilibrium medium with molecular flow of the stratifying components is resting only if density gradients are parallel to the gravitational vertical. The molecular flow interruption at the impermeable boundaries of arbitrary shape generates induced diffusion flows. A stable stratification enables transport of dissolved substances and self-displacement of neutral buoyancy solids in even in the absence of evident external mechanical influences [1, 2] .
Interest in researching of stratified flows is maintained due to their prevalence in the environment. Under normal conditions, the perturbations are concentrated near the object surfaces and reach peak values forming large temperature gradients in the atmosphere at steep range slopes and nearby glaciers [3, 4] . Special attention is paid to the study of the influence of induced diffusion flows on the processes in the reservoirs, lakes, seas and oceans, taking into account the influence of the global rotation [5, 6] . The complexity of the equation of state of the marine environment and the presence of an additional stratifying component with its own diffusion coefficient was considered in some studies [7] .
The theory for stationary flows induced by diffusion on a sloping plane in gases and liquids is developed in [8] . Numerical and analytical studies for the process of stabilization of diffusion induced flows on various bodies (cylinder, sphere, plate, etc) were presented in [6] [7] [8] [9] . The experimental observations by using sensitive colour schlieren technique supported theoretical studies [10] .
In this paper, we study numerically a transient flow of a horizontal wedge in a stably stratified fluid in a wide range of velocities.
Mathematical and numerical model
Mathematical model includes equations of state for density, continuity, Navier-Stokes accounting for the gravity in the Boussinesq approximation, diffusion of stratifying agent as well as no-slip and no-flux boundary conditions on solid boundaries
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 is total salinity including the salt contraction coefficient,
Sz is the stable salinity profile, s is the salinity perturbation,
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 is density at zero (neutral buoyancy horizon), v is velocity vector, P is the pressure except for the hydrostatic one, ν and κ s are the constant kinematic viscosity and salt diffusion coefficients, t is time,  and ∆ are Del and Laplace operators, respectively, g is the gravity acceleration,
TN  are the buoyancy scale, frequency and period, respectively, n is external normal to the wedge's surface , 0 U is external flow velocity. The problem was solved in the coordinate system related to the wedge.
The initial condition for the stratified medium is steady flow induced by interruption of diffusion flux of stratifying agent on an impermeable surface of the motionless body. The detailed study on the diffusion induced flows structure and dynamics were carried out numerically [11] .
The set of equation (1- Significant differences in values of the length scales indicate complexity of a stratified flow internal structure, which includes a wide family of regularly perturbed components characterizing waves or vortices, and singularly perturbed ones describing flow fine-structure components. All the components of the complete solution, both the regularly and the singularly perturbed ones, exist simultaneously in nonhomogeneous media, actively interacting with each other and manifesting themselves in a wide range of determining parameters. The large length scales prescribe size selection for observation or calculation domains, which should contain all the studied structural components such as upstream perturbations, downstream wake, internal waves, vortices, while the microscales determine grid resolution.
Numerical solution of the system (1-4) with the boundary conditions (5, 6) was constructed using specific solver stratifiedFoam developed within the frame of the open source computational package OpenFOAM based on the finite volume method [9] . The package, which was originally developed for numerical calculation of 3D problems in fluid mechanics, can effectively simulate 2D problems, as well, that is technically done by selection of only a single calculation cell in the third dimension and specification of 'empty' boundary conditions on the front and back boundaries of the calculation domain.
In order to account for the stratification and diffusion effects the standard icoFoam solver for the unsteady Navier-Stokes equations in homogeneous fluid was supplemented with new variables including density ρ and salinity perturbation s along with the corresponding equations for their calculation. We also added new auxiliary parameters such as buoyancy frequency and scale, N, Λ, diffusion coefficient, κ s , acceleration due to gravity, g, and others. The Navier-Stokes equation for vertical velocity component and the diffusion equation were supplemented with the terms characterizing effects of buoyancy force and background stratification.
To interpolate the convective terms a limited TVD-scheme was used, which ensured minimal numerical diffusion and absence of solution oscillations. For discretization of the time derivative a second-order implicit asymmetric three-point scheme with backward differencing was used, which ensured a good time resolution of the physical process. For calculating the diffusion terms based on the Gauss theorem within orthogonal grid sections, a surface normal gradient was evaluated at a cell face using a second order normal-to-face interpolation of the vector connecting the centers of the two neighboring cells. In non-orthogonal grid regions, an iterative procedure with a user specified number of cycles was used for non-orthogonal correction of errors caused by a grid skewness.
For creating the computational grid the standard OpenFOAM utilities such as 'blockMesh', 'topoSet', and 'refineMesh' were used. The main OpenFOAM C++ class 'polyMesh' which handles a grid is constructed using the minimum amount of information necessary to determine the partition elements and parameters such as vertices, edges, faces, cells, blocks, external boundaries, etc. Choosing an appropriate type of computational grid, which normally has a number of its own advantages and disadvantages, one can provide successful searching for solution of the problem under study. Therefore, a method of grid construction was chosen individually for a particular problem based on values of typical length scales and geometric complexity of a computational domain.
Calculation domain for the problems under consideration is a rectangle, which is divided into seven blocks. An obstacle is located in the central part of the calculation domain, which is a horizontal wedge with length, L, and height of the base, h (Figure 1 ). The procedure for constructing a discrete analogue of the problem is parameterized that enables to reduce essentially time of grid reconstruction when changing parameters of the problem. The geometry of the computational domain allows constructing a block-structured hexahedral computational grid with nodes alignment at the block interfaces. Test calculations with different grid resolutions confirm the need for resolving the smallest micro-scales of the problems since a relatively coarse grid with total number of cells of about 0.5•10 6 gives unstable solution. Thus, even 2D problems on continuously stratified fluids flows around impermeable obstacles require high-performance computing for their numerical simulation.
Algorithm for discretization of the computational domain involves mesh grading towards the obstacle (Figure 2, a) . Near the body, the aspect ratio of a grid cell is approximately equal to unity, which has a positive effect on the convergence of the solution. The main disadvantage of this method consists in necessity of cells rearrangement in all the subdomains at once if a grid is reconstructed, which leads to significant increase in computation time.
In order to improve the quality of the computational domain discretization the OpenFOAM utilities such as 'topoSet' and 'refineMesh' are additionally used, which enable selecting computational subdomains of interest and locally refining them in accordance with prescribed scales and selected directions (Figure 2, b) . The minimum mesh size of 2.5•10 -3 cm near impermeable boundaries satisfactorily resolves the diffusion microscale   S N = 3.8•10 -3 cm with a relatively small total number of grid cells more than 10 6 . However, partitioning of the grid cells even in a small part of the calculation domain requires a corresponding decrease in time step that, in turn, leads to an increase in duration of the computations. An essential disadvantage of additional local partitioning is a significant change in size of the grid cells on the boundary of subdomains that can affect the calculation results. By checking the constructed computational grid with the utility 'checkMesh' we make sure of its compliance with a set of constraints associated with the topology of the external boundaries and geometric characteristics of the grid cells, i.e. aspect ratio, skewness, twisting, non-orthogonality, etc. Discretization of the boundary conditions (6) is carried out using extended utilities of the OpenFOAM package. The boundary condition on the surface of an obstacle for salinity perturbation gradient, which depends on orientation of the normal vector to the surface, is implemented by forming a non-uniform list of the field values using the standard, extended and self-elaborated utilities of the package. 'Empty' boundary conditions are set on the front and back faces of the computational domain, which exclude computations of the 2D problem in the third dimension.
To solve the resulting system of linear equations different iterative methods were used such as conjugate gradient method with PCG preconditioning applied to symmetric matrices and biconjugate gradient method with PBiCG preconditioning used for asymmetric matrices. As a preconditioner for symmetric matrices DIC procedure was chosen, which is based on a simplified procedure of incomplete Cholesky factorization. For asymmetric matrices, respectively, preconditioner DILU is used, which is based on a simplified incomplete LU factorization. For coupling equations for momentum and mass conservation a steady well-convergent algorithm PISO (Pressure-Implicit Split-Operator) is used, which works the most efficiently for transient problems.
Vorticity v ω    was calculated using a standard utility OpenFOAM in the framework of the postprocessing.
Calculation time step, ∆t, is defined by the Courant's condition, Co = |v|∆t/∆r ≤ 1, where ∆r is the minimal size of grid cells and v is the local flow velocity.
The need for a high spatial resolution of the problem results in a quite large number of computational cells that makes it irrational performing computations on a single-processor computer. Decomposition of the computational domain for a parallel run is carried out by a simple geometric decomposition in which the domain is split into pieces by direction with an equal number of computational cells in each block. Such an approach allows setting a high spatial resolution of the computational domain and studying the problem in a wide range of the basic parameters for a quite reasonable time. Parallel computations of the problem were carried out in the web-laboratory UniHUB (www.unihub.ru) and NRC "Kurchatov Institute" (http://ckp.nrcki.ru).
The following values of the problem parameters were used in the calculations: 
Results and discussions
Nonequilibrium medium with molecular flow of the stratifying components is resting only if density gradients are parallel to the gravitational vertical. The molecular flow interruption at the impermeable boundaries of the wedge generates induced diffusion flows [11] .
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The complex circulation structure of the induced diffusion flows on the motionless wedge is illustrated by the velocity field (Figure 3) . Positive values of the visualized value are indicated in green, negative onesin blue. There is the same range of value change between the isolines. Thus, an impermeable body immersed in a stably stratified fluid forms a complex system of flows including main thin jets from the adjacent compensation counterflows along the sloping sides (Figure 3,  a) . When the distance from the body increases, the width of the layers increases and the maximum velocity decreases. The main jets of the vertical velocity component detach from the surface at the corner points at the base of the wedge and form a system of dissipative-gravity waves (Fig. 3, b ). An extended unperturbed region is located in the middle of the base of the wedge, since the vertical surface does not disturb the diffusive transport of impurities. Figure 4 shows the formation of the vorticity field for a wedge flow in a stratified fluid that consists of a sequence of vortex cells. At the beginning of the wedge motion, the initial structure of the diffusioninduced flow is radically changed. The upstream and downstream disturbances, rosettes of transient and fields of attached internal waves and vortex wake as past the wedge begin to form in a continuously stratified fluid since the start of the wedge motion.
Perturbations are formed at extreme points in the corners of the wedge, preserving antisymmetry in the trace with respect to the neutral buoyancy horizon. The source of internal waves is the boundary feature that creates an intense vertical displacement of the liquid. It leads to a deviation from the initial position of neutral buoyancy and, as a consequence, to the formation of periodic oscillations.
The structure of the boundary flow near the wedge side is also strongly depend on the external flow velocity ( Figure 5, a, b) . Stratified fluid flows from left to right. Increasing the velocity of movement leads to a proportional length of the attached internal wave. In Figure 5 you can see an increase in the thickness of alternating stripes when the velocity of the external flow increases. Phase surface separating the wave perturbations of opposite signs are bent towards the wedge movement. Well-defined periodic structure are formed past the extreme points of the wedge corners When the body velocity increasing, introduced perturbations become more and more pronounced and overlap the flow pattern produced by the weak initial diffusion induced flows ( Figure 5, d, e) .
Observation of sequence of calculated flow patterns show that the flow around wedge is nonstationary. Vortices, which are formed at the leading edge, move downstream along the body sides. Besides vortices near the body, fine interfaces and long internal waves are observed. Internal wave pattern is stationary with respect of the body. The structure of the calculated wedge flow fields is in qualitative agreement with the experimental data obtained for other geometric bodies [10] .
Conclusions
A numerical model for calculating the 2D flow around a uniformly moving wedge in a continuously stratified fluid. The vortex structure of the transition diffusion flow is calculated in a wide range of external velocities. Forced motion of the wedge changes the surrounding flow pattern where upstream internal waves and downstream vortexes. Calculated flow patterns are consistent with observational data from other authors.
